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For the multivariate linear model, coordinatewise M-estimators as well as an 
extension of the Maronna-type M-estimators are considered. Based on the 
JureEkova (asymptotic) linearity of M-statistics, the asymptotic distribution theory 
of the proposed estimators is studied under appropriate regularity conditions, and 
incorporated in the formulation of some (asymptotic) M-tests of linear hypotheses. 
Finally, robustness properties of both types of estimators are discussed. 0 1985 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the usual multivariate linear model 
Y = (Yl)...) y,)’ = xg + E; & = (E * ,...) E,)‘, (1.1) 
where the yj are independent random p-vectors (for some p 2 l), 
x = (Xl )...) x,)’ is a (n x r) matrix of known constants, assumed to be of full 
rank r (<n), B = (lb ,..., BP) is a (r xp) matrix of unknown parameters, and 
the cj are independent and identically distributed random vectors (i.i.d.r.v.) 
with a distribution function (d.f.) F, defined on Ep. We assume that F has 
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the location (vector) 0 and a positive-define (p.d.) scatter matrix E, where 
we may take C as a scalar multiple of the covariance matrix, whenever the 
latter exists. 
For drawing statistical inference on fl, the classical parametric 
procedures assume that the d.f. F is multi-normal. In the univariate case 
(i.e., p = 1 ), some robust procedures based on the so-called M-, L-, and R- 
statistics are available in the literature [viz., Huber [3, Chap. 7)]. Very lit- 
tle attention, however, has been directed to the dual multivariate problem. 
Maronna [7] proposed a simultaneous M-estimation procedure for the 
multivariate location and scatter parameters; under the assumption of ellip- 
tical symmetry of the underlying distribution and some conditions on the 
score function, he established the consistency and asymptotic normality of 
the estimators. In this paper, we consider the multivariate linear model 
(l.l), treating fl as the parameter of interest and E as a nuisance parameter. 
We are concerned with both the estimation and hypothesis testing 
problems. In Section 2 we define two types of estimators and state the basic 
regularity conditions needed in the sequel. In Section 3, the asymptotic dis- 
tribution of the coordinatewise M-estimator is obtained by using an 
asymptotic linearity result similar to that of JureEkova [4], without requir- 
ing either her concordance-discordance assumption on X or E to be 
known. We also consider two equi-efficient asymptotic test procedures. Sec- 
tion 4 deals with the parallel results for the Maronna-type M-estimator 
under the additional assumption of elliptical symmetry of F. Finally, in 
Section 5, we comment on the construction of robust M-estimators of both 
types by examining their influence functions and breakdown points. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Consider the multivariate linear model (1.1) and assume that E is 
known. Following the lines of Maronna [7], we can define an M-estimator 
of B as a solution b to M,(Y, Z, fi) = ((M,,(Y, Z, b))) = 0, i.e., 
Mrz&Y,Y, S)= i u(dk)xki(Ykj-X;Bj)=O, i= l,..., r; j= l,..., p, (2.1) 
k=l 
where u(d) is a score function defined for d 2 0 and 
4 = (Yk - b’xk)’ ;r;- ‘(Yk - @‘xk), k = l,..., n. (2.2) 
For unknown E:, in (2.2), we replace it by an estimate e and then use (2.1). 
The class of M-estimators defined by (2.1) can be viewed as a 
generalization of the class of maximum likelihood (ML) estimators under 
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the assumption of elliptical symmetry of the d.f. of E. In fact, if the 
corresponding density is of the form 
j-(&/J = (El -1’2h{ (&;E-kkp2), (2.3) 
where h is a scalar multiple of a density in R such that h’(x) = ah(x)/~Yx 
exists, a ML estimator of b can be obtained from (2.1) by taking 
u(d) = -d- ’ 8 log h(d)/ad. In the multivariate Normal case, u(d) = 1. As we 
shall see below, robust Maronna-type M-estimators can be obtained by a 
convenient choice of the score function U. 
An alternative approach within the context of M-estimation corresponds 
to the following generalization of the least-squares (LS) method. First let 
h: RP + R* be a vector valued function, and r = E{h(y,) h’(y,)} be a p.d. 
matrix where yk = (diag(o; l,..., c;l)}(yk - fi’xk) (k = l,..., n), and aj = a!” 
(j= l,..., p). Then define an M-estimator of fi as the value fr minimizing 
Q(B)= 2 h’(yk) r-lhh). 
k=l 
If for each coordinate hj (j= l,..., p) of h we define pi(x)= h;(x) and 
4$(x) = &gx)l~ x, it can be easily shown that p is a solution to: 
M,(Y, c, IV = ((M,,(Y, 0, h)) = 0, i.e., 
Mnij(Y, c, S) = f xki$j{(ykl-x$j)/aj}=O (i=l,..., r;j=l,..., p), (2.4) 
k=l 
where e = (a:,..., a;)‘. If Q is unknown, we can define the estimator by 
replacing it by an estimate 6 in (2.4). 
Note that solving (2.4) is equivalent to obtaining M-estimators of each 
column of p individually. Thus, we shall refer to the corresponding 
estimator as the coordinatewise M-estimator. 
If we take hi(x) =x (j= l,..., p) we obtain the ordinary multivariate LS 
estimator. Alternatively, a robust estimator could be obtained by defining 
hi(x) as 2 -“‘x or [k( 1x1 -k/2)]“2 sign(x) according as 1x1 <k or not, 
where k is a positive constant; this corresponds to Huber’s proposal for (cli 
(= @). In this case, the generalized LS method will de-emphasize outliers 
coordinatewise, as opposed to the corresponding Maronna-type method 
with u(d) = Il/(d)/d, which deemphasizes outliers by considering all coor- 
dinates simultaneously. 
One advantage of the coordinatewise method over the one suggested by 
Maronna is that it offers the possibility of choosing different score 
functions for different coordinates; this could be useful in the case where 
some coordinates are known to produce more outliers than the others. In 
this paper, for reasons of notational ease, we shall consider the same score 
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function q9 for each coordinate, with no loss of generality. Also, in order to 
compute the estimate of fl we do not need to estimate the entire matrix E 
as in Maronna’s case, but only its diagonal o. 
Furthermore, if we select score functions to de-emphasize outliers as in 
Huber’s suggestion, outliers in one coordinate should have less influence in 
the estimates of parameters related to other coordinates than with Maron- 
na’s proposal (since each column of the coordinatewise M-estimator is 
computed independently). 
Finally, we point out that the assumptions required to derive the 
asymptotic distributions are less stringent for the coordinatewise method 
than for Maronna’s and summarize them below: 
Al. The distribution function F or the error r.v.‘s are absolutely con- 
tinuous with a symmetric density function f such that fJ(c)=iTf(E)/ikj 
exists, j = i,..., p. 
A2. F has a finite and p.d. Fisher information matrix with respect to 
location: 
A3. F has a finite and p.d. Fisher information matrix with respect to 
scale: 
Mf)=W,&f)))=(( - j 1 + b&f :(4f;wl{f w }‘lfW d&)). 
A4. F is elliptically symmetric, i.e., the density function f is given by 
(2.3). 
B. The elements of the design matrix X satisfy: 
(i) Noether’s condition: limn,,(max,,,,.x:ilC;=l xzi)=O (i= . . 
l,..., r). 
(ii) lim, ~ m n-‘X’X=V=(v ,,..., v,) is a p.d. matrix. 
Cl. The score function 11/ may be written as a sum of two nondecreasing 
and skew-symmetric functions $I and ti2 where $, is absolutely continuous 
on any bounded interval in R, with derivative I,& almost everywhere, and 
IJ?~ is a step function having finite jumps at finitely many points. It also 
satisfies pj’ = s @‘(Jaj)fj(s) d& < co and wj = -J $(s/ej) f;(E) d& c co, where 
fj is the marginal density function corresponding to the jth coordinate, 
j = l,..., p. 
C2. The score function u(d) is nonnegative, nonincreasing, and con- 
tinuous for da 0. To facilitate notation and comparison with the univariate 
case we define u(d) = $(d)/d, where + is a bounded function. 
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3. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE C~~RDINATEWISE M-ESTIMATOR 
For the study of the asymptotic properties of the coordinatewise M- 
estimators in (2.4), we need some extensions of some basic results due to 
JureEkovi [4]. The first result relates to the asymptotic linearity of M- 
statistics and is given in the following theorem (whose proof is presented in 
Appendix A). 
THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions Al-A3, B, and Cl, for every K>O, 
L>O, and E>O, 
P{supn~“*IIM,*(Y,6,B)-M,*(Y,a,B)+n(VOW)(~*-B*)IIZ&: 
n”* Ilfr* - fl*ll <K, n”* Ild--all 6L) -+O asn+co, (3.1) 
where W=diag(w,,..., wp) ( wj = a,: ’ [ $‘(c/oj) fj(c) d&, j = l,..., p) and the 
notation A* denotes the “rolled out by rows” version of A. 
The second result relates to the boundedness in probability of 
n”* /lb* - fl*ll, and corresponds to a slight modification of Lemma 5.2 of 
JureEkovP [4]. Noting that her X,, Cii, A0 and A correspond to Y, 
n-“*xV, n1’2fI, and n”*p in our notation, her proof also goes through in the 
more general case considered here by defining 
X? = (X. - AO@‘)/& and M(i) = i c*$(x* + ici*/d), 
i=l 
where b is a n”* -consistent estimate of rr, and applying the result to each 
coordinate separately. Therefore, the details are omitted. 
We may now consider the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2, Under assumptions Al-A3, B, and Cl it follows that 
n”*@* - fi*)zN,(O, V-’ @ W-‘ZW-‘), 
where 
z = wj), t,= f $(Ei/oi) $(Ej/oj)f(E) h (i,j= l,..., p). (3.2) 
Proof: From Theorem 3.1 and the fact that nl’* II@* - fl* I\ is bounded in 
probability, it follows that n’/‘(V @ W)(b* - fl*) has the same asymptotic 
distribution as n’/‘M,*(Y, G, 0). Now, by applying the Cramer-Wold 
Theorem and Theorem V.1.2 of Hajek and $iddk [2] it can be shown that 
n-‘12M*(Y, q B)xN(O, V@Z) and the result follows. n 
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The asymptotic distribution derived above is useful to construct tests of 
hypotheses of the form 
H: CPU = K, (3.3) 
where C(c x r) and U(p x U) are known matrices of full row and column 
ranks c ( <r) and u (<p), respectively, and K(c x U) is any known matrix. 
By making a linear transformation and a convenient reparametrization, 
testing (3.3) under the model ( 1.1) is equivalent to testing H, : r~ = 0 under 
the following model: Z = (A Q)(k’ q’)’ + & = Da + 6 where Z = YU, 5 = EU, 
A(n x r - c) and Q(n x c) are known matrices, t(r - c x U) and q(c x U) are 
the unknown parameters, D = (A Q), and a = (5’ 11’)‘. 
Let H and h denote, respectively, the distribution function and the den- 
sity function of the u-vectors in 5 and let W, and Z,, correspond, respec- 
tively, to W and L in (3.1) and (3.2) redefined in terms of H. Note that the 
linear transformation and the reparameterization preserve the assumptions 
Al-A3, B, and Cl. 
We shall outline below two different approaches which produce 
asymptotically equi-efficient tests for local Pitman-type alternatives of the 
form 
H,: q=n,,=n-‘lZA, for some fixed A of order CXU. (3.4) 
From assumptions Al-A3, B, and Cl, it follows as in Hajek and Sidik 
[2, Chap. 61 that the sequence of probability measures under (H,} is con- 
tiguous to that under H,,. This contiguity implies that the result of 
Theorem 3.1 also holds under H,. Then, letting 
R= lim n-‘D’D= lim n-l 
n-m n-m 
we can proceed as in Theorem 3.2 to show that n’/*(fi* --11*)x 
N,,(A:,P-lOW,l~,W,l), where P=R22-R21R~1R12 and A:=O* if 
Ho holds or A: = A* if H,, holds. 
From well-known results related to the Wishart distribution we get 
H=fi’{Q’Q-Q’A(A’A)-‘A’Q} 4% W,(c, W,‘Z,W,‘, i-t,), (3.5) 
where a, = Ai PA,. Analogously to the Normal theory case, we propose to 
base the asymptotic tests on functions of the characteristic roots of HE- ‘, 
where 
E=n~j$,@~,’ (3.6) 
and WcIH and 2 are n’/* -consistent estimators of W,, and P;,, respectively. 
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From (3.5) and (3.6) it follows by a standard argument that both 
n tr HE-’ (Lawley and Hotelling’s trace) and n log{ JE + HI/jEI } (Wilks’ 
likelihood ratio) are asymptotically distributed as &(tr a,), where 
nE = 2,‘/2 W,,/i; PA, W,Z; l/*. Furthermore, the asymptotic null dis- 
tribution of ch,(HE-‘) (Roy’s largest root) can be shown to be that of the 
largest characteristic root of a W,(c, I, .) distribution. 
The second approach for hypothesis testing consists of an extension of 
the method proposed by Sen [lo] for univariate linear models. This 
approach leads to test statistics which do not require the estimation of W, 
and are equi-efficient to the ones derived through the previous approach. 
First let %(c, 4) and Mn2& 41, respectively, correspond to the first 
(r - c) and the last c rows of M,(Z, 6,&). Then let { be a coordinatewise 
M-estimator of 5 under the null hypothesis, that is, a solution to 
Mnl(t, 0) = 0, and define a,, = M,& 0). Now observe that 
n-“2~,*==~t’2[M,*,{5+(~-5),0)-M~2(~,O)+n(R2,OWH)(~*-4*)] 
+n~“*CMn:(5,O)-n(R21OW,)(5*-5*)1. (3.7) 
From the contiguity mentioned above it follows by Theorem 3.1 that the 
first term in (3.8) converges in probability to zero under either H, or H,; 
furthermore, the same theorem implies that n”*({* -5*) has the same 
asymptotic distribution as (R 1; 1 @ W; I) n - “*M,*1(~,0). Therefore we 
obtain 
n~“21GI,*=~n”2{M,*,(5,O)-(R,,R,1OI)M,*,(5,0)}+~,(~). (3.8) 
Proceeding as in Theorem 3.2 we may show that np’/*M,: z 
N,,(A$,P@Z,), where A:=O* if H,, holds or A;=(P@WH)A* if H, 
holds. Consequently, we obtain H = ti;,{Q’Q - Q’A(A’A)-‘A’Q} -‘tin2 
z W,(c, Z,,, a,), where Q2 = A;Pd1A2. Taking E = n$, we conclude that 
the asymptotic distributions of the usual test statistics are the same as those 
derived previously. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE MARONNA-TYPE ESTIMATOR 
Basically, the same approach of Section 3 can be employed to obtain the 
asymptotic distribution of the Maronna-type M-estimator defined by (2.1). 
First we present the analog of the basic asymptotic linearity theorem for 
this case; the proof is given in Appendix B. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Under assumptions Al-A4 B, and C2, for all K > 0, 
L>O, and c>O, 
P{sup n-1/2 IIM,*(Y, 2, b) -M,*(Y, C, II) + n(V@I&,)(@* - fl*)ll BE: 
n’12 IIs* - fi* 11 <K, n112 112’/2 - C1/2ll <L} + 0 as n -+ co, (4.1) 
where b. = EF(p-‘t,b’(dk) + (1 -p-l) $(dk)/dk}. 
Next we note that the boundedness in probability of nIL2 IIs* - fi*ll 
follows from a straightforward extension of Lemma 5.2 of JureEkova [4]. 
Besides the differences in notation discussed in Section 3, the main change 
relates to the definition of her A4 function, which in our case should be 
given by 
M(i)=n-1’2 i u[{ (ck+5~k)‘2-‘(~k+~~k))1/2] w;(E~ +iwk), 
k=l 
where wk = (fl- fi(i))‘xk, and fl(‘) is any point such that n’12 l/II(‘)* - fi* 11 = 
K. 
Then, the asymptotic distribution of the Maronna-type M-estimator is 
given by the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under assumptions Al-A4, B, and C2, as n -+ 00, 
n”2(p* - fl*)xN,(O, V-l Oa&y2X), where a, = EF{p-l$‘(dk)}. 
Proof: Similar to that of Theorem 3.2 with the use of Theorem 4.1 
instead of Theorem 3.1. 
Asymptotic tests such as those of Section 3 can be obtained similarly. 
The H matrices are computed in the same way the E matrices are given by 
E = nrio6,-2U’eU under the first approach and by E =nri,U’eU under 
Sen’s approach, where ci,, so, and 2 are n1’2-consistent estimators of a,, b,, 
and E, respectively. 
5. ROBUSTNESS PROPERTIES OF THE PROPOSED ESTIMATORS 
We shall briefly discuss two heuristic indicators of robustness: the 
influence function and the breakdown point. 
First assume that xk are independent identically distributed r.v.‘s which 
are independent of &k (k = l,..., n) and let G be their common distribution 
function, having mass points x:,..., xt (s finite) with probability masses 
p1 ,..., pS, respectively. Essentially the x:‘s constitute the points in the design 
space and the p,‘s define the incidence matrix. Consider the gross error 
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model: H,= (1 - t) H+ ~S(E~, xg*) where H=F. G and 8(~,,, x$) is a point 
mass. Define fl(H,) as a solution to 
s XtiC{Yj-X’B~(H,))/~jl dHt=O (j = l,..., p). 
A standard argument yields the asymptotic influence function of the coor- 
dinatewise M-estimator: i(q,, x0*; fl, F) =V-lx,* 0 W-‘w(yO) where 
~(7~)’ {@(yOi),..., $(yOP)}, and yo= {diag(o;‘,..., o;‘)> Ed. Similarly one 
can obtain the asymptotic influence function of the Maronna-type M- 
estimator: i(Eo, xz; fl, F) = V-lx,* @ (b,d,)-‘ll/(d,) Ed, where 4 = E~Z-‘E~. 
In both cases the estimators will only be locally robust if both the 
functions are bounded and x$ is only allowed to take values on a bounded 
set. This is generally the case when X corresponds to a designed experiment 
and we take $ as Huber’s function. 
Note that similarly to the univariate location case as in Huber 
[3, Chap. 11, the asymptotic covariance matrices given by Theorems 3.2 
and 4.2 are reproduced by taking l ii’dH. 
Following Maronna, Bustos, and Yohai [S], define the gross error 
breakdown point by 
t* = sup{t: 3K, constant such that j( p(H,)ll d K, V~(E~, xg*)). 
In Theorem 5.1, the proof of which is presented in Appendix C, we show 
that for either case, global robustness as measured by a positive breakdown 
point can only be achieved for very simple designs (equivalent to cell 
means models) and only if we allow contamination at the points defining 
the design space. Furthermore, it deteriorates very rapidly as the number of 
parameters increases. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that (i) the independent variables can only assume 
s yinite) values; (ii) lim,, o. n,/n =p, (I= l,..., s), where n, is the number of 
observations for which the value of the independent variable is x/* ; and (iii) 
the function $ is bounded. Then, if s = I (the design is equivalent to a cell 
means model), and contamination is only allowed at the points x: ,..., x,* , we 
have t* =min ,=,,,.,, Jl +p;‘)-‘. Otherwise, t* =O. 
Maronna, Bustos, and Yohai (1979) considered a class of estimators 
with positive gross error breakdown points in more general situations, but 
these required a weighting procedure on both the dependent and indepen- 
dent variables. We are not concerned about this class of estimators in this 
paper. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 assumes known scale. In the case where it is 
not known, the breakdown point of the estimator j? depends on the 
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breakdown point of the scale estimator, and it is still not clear what 
preliminary scale estimator to use if we want to maintain global robustness. 
APPENDIX A 
In view of the coordinatewise character of the proposed M-estimator, we 
can restrict ourselves, without any loss of generality, to the univariate case. 
We will consider the usual notation y(n x l), fl(r x l), ~(n x l), and cr* 
throughout and drop the subscripts corresponding to the different variates 
for notational ease. First we prove a lemma which is equivalent to 
Theorem 3.1 when 0’ is known. 
LEMMA Al. Under the assumptions Al, A2, B, and Cl, (3.1) holds with 6* 
replaced by 02. 
Proof: We mainly follow the proof of Theorem 4.1 of JureEkova [4]. 
Without any loss of generality, assume that for some real numbers a, tll, 
and e2, $*(x) is equal to el, (0,+8,)/2, or e2 according as x<a, =a, or 
>a. Then, in the univariate version of (3.1), let M,,(y, cr’, t) = 
ML:)(y, 02, t) + M$)( y, o*, t) (i= l,..., r) where the first component 
corresponds to (2.4) defined in terms of $I and the second in terms of ti2 
and t=fl or 0; also let w=w,+w, where ~,=a-‘jtj;(~/o)f(~)d~ and 
w2 = G- ’ (6, - 6, )f(acr). Thus we can essentially show the result for the 
absolutely continuous and the step function components of ti individually. 
First we concentrate on the absolutely continuous component. 
Step 1. For fixed i and h (i, h = l,..., r), let sib(O) = (k: 1 6 k <n, 
sign(xkj) = sign(x,,) >, Sih( 1) = (k: 1 <k d n, sign(x,,) # s&(x,,)) and 
observe that C kES,h(0)Xki~l{Yk-Cifh xkjjj- xkhflh)/b} is L or /* in flh 
according as $I is 7 or L; the relations are inverted if the summation is 
over k E S,( 1). 
For each i (i = l,..., r) the set of all observations can be partitioned into 
2’ disjoint sets S, (g = l,..., 2’) formed by intersections of the type 
S, = 0:: = 1 Sih(hhg) where dhg is either 0 or 1. 
Then we may write where 
wi~;(Y~ c=, B) = Ck E sig 
M$)( y, g2, s) = CF= 1 M$tj(y, 02, b), 
xki{ (y, - xkp)/o) is a monotone function of each 
element of p when the others are kept fixed. Therefore, all we have to show 
is that for all K> 0, E > 0, and (i = l,..., r; g = l,..., 2’): 
P(sup n-‘12 1 M!$(y, 0*, jl) - M$j(y, 02, fi) + nw,~~~(~ - 8) 1 2 E: 
n”* Ilf!-fill QK} -0 asn-r cc, 
where Vig = (uirg ,..., Ui~g)’ and vihg = lim,, m n-l &cS,, xkjxkh (h = I,..., r). 
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If for any of the sets S, (i = l,..., r; g = l,..., 2’) the number of elements 
remains finite as n + co, the result follows trivially; we only have to be con- 
cerned with those sets S, with cardinality +co as n --) co. 
Step 2. Note that without loss of generality we may take I3=0 and 
cr = 1. For i = l,..., r and g = l,..., 2’, define pnig = 1 and qnig = 1 if S, = 4 or 
Pnig = ILcSigf(~k)_ and qnig = Ilk.Ssf(~k -xkb) otherwise and let 
Tnig= -CAESAR xiBf’(Yk)/f(Yk)9 loi? L,i~=~,.S,glog{f(Y,-xkC)/f(Yk)}. 
Then, using the contiguity results of Hajek and &d&k [2, Chap. 61 for 
location alternatives, obtain the asymptotic distribution of 
K~‘*M(!)( y, a*, i?) under the sequence of probability measures defined w? 
by either pZig or qnig when b is in the compact set 0 = 
(BE R’: d’* IIB-Bll w. 
Step 3. Truncate the score function conveniently, and then use 
Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem, Chebyshev’s inequality, and 
the asymptotic distributions of Step 2 as in JureEkova [4] to show that the 
asymptotic linearity result holds for a fixed p E 8. 
Step 4. Use the monotonicity property of M$( y, e*, p) to replace the 
operation of taking the supremum over 8 by that of taking the maximum 
over a finite number of grid points, thus showing that the result holds 
uniformly in SE 0. 
The proof for the step function component is essentially the same, with 
the exception of Step 3 where an argument similar to that of Theorem 3.1 
(viz., (3.17)-(3.21)) of Jureckova and Sen [S] can be applied. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Consider the decomposition: M,(y, 8*, 1) - 
MY, a’, IV + nwV@ - B) = {M,(Y, a*, 1) - M,(Y, a*, B) + nwV(p - IV> + 
{M,(y, 8*, p)-M,(y, a*, p)}. By applying Lemma Al to the first term, all 
we have to show is that for all L > 0 and E > 0, 
P{ sup n - “* IIWy, 8*, s) - M,(y, a*, s)ll > E: 
n”* Id-al <L) 40 asn-+cc. 
This can be done along lines very similar to the proof of Lemma Al. We 
first outline the major modifications for the absolutely continuous com- 
ponent. 
Step 1. Partition each of the sets S,(6) (i, h = l,..., r; 6 = 0, 1) into two 
disjoint sets, one of which contains those k’s such that 
sign(x,,) = sign(y, - x;b) and the other to its complement. Then observe 
that 
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has the same sign within each of these sets. Defining 2’+ i disjoint sets 
sig(g = l,..., 2’+ ‘) in a similar way as in Step 1 of Lemma Al, we may write 
M$f)(y, d2, 1) as the sum of a finite number of functions which are 
monotone in each element of (f’, 8) when the others are kept fixed. 
Step 2. Following the ideas of JureEkova and Sen [6], consider the 
reparametrization (II’, 0) -+ (II’, c) where [ = log 0. Without loss of 
generality let [ = 0 and let d = n- “‘8 where 6 is a positive constant. Define 
for i = l,..., r; g = l,..., 2r+ ’ pnig = 1 and qnig = 1 if S, = IP or 
Pnig = ll!f E & f(~k--&PI and qnig=IlksS,p eedf((.y, - xbfI)/&} otherwise 
and let 
Tnig= -d 1 (1-k (Yk-X;B)f’(Yk-XbB)lf(Yk-X;B)) 
k E sg 
1% Lni*= C loge-dCf((y,-x;lj)/ed}lf(y,-x;~)l. 
k E sg 
Proceed as in Step 2 of Lemma Al using the contiguity results of Hajek 
and Sidak [2, Chap. 63 for scale alternatives. 
Steps 3 and 4. Essentially the same as in Lemma Al. 
The proof for the step function component also follows the same steps. 
Note that in Step 1 in order to preserve the monotonicity property of 
M$(y, 8, b) in 8 we must partition the sets S,(6) again into two disjoint 
sets, one containing those k’s for which yk - x;b < 0 and the other contain- 
ing those k’s for which y, - x;b > 0. 
APPENDIX B 
First we present three lemmas which are needed in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. The first is an analog of Lemma Al; the other two corres- 
pond to the scale alternatives counterpart of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 of Pate1 
c91. 
LEMMA Bl. Under assumptions Al, A2, A4, B, and C2 it follows that 
(4.1) holds when 2 is replaced by C. 
Proof: Essentially the same as that of Lemma Al. We only detail 
Step 1. 
Let I; = I without loss of generality and define the sets S, (i = l,..., r; 
g = l,..., 2’) as in Lemma Al. Then write 
M,g(Y, x:, sr, = f w&Y, x:, 8, (i= l,..., r;j= l,..., p), (B.l) 
&-=I 
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where, for i = l,..., r; j = l,..., p and g = l,..., 2’, 
Mnijg(Y3 F S) = 1 $tdk) dil xki(Ykj- xLBj)* 03.2) 
Now let g be such that sign(x&) =sign(x,,) for all kESig. Then taking 
rl/(dk) and dilxki(Ykj-x;@j) as functions of phi, we may show that the 
derivative of their product is nonpositive, which implies that (B.2) is a I 
function of phi. 
In a similar way we can show that (B.2) is a nondecreasing function of 
j?, when g is such that sign(xk;) # sign(xk,) for all k E S,. 
Now without loss of generality let S, = 2:‘” = 2=1’2 + tA where A is a 
matrix of constants and t = O(n-‘12). Then define f,(c) = IS: 1 -“‘h(d,), 
where d: = E’S,-~E and S,(E) = (f,(s)} ‘12, and let f;(s) = tJft(s)/& and 
S;(E) = as,(&)/at. 
LEMMA B2. Under assumptions Al-A4, as t + 0, 
1 
2 
- S;(E) dc -+ 0. 
Proof Without any loss of generality, let E = I. Then, by virtue of the 
fact that f;(~)= -h(d,)tr{lSfl S;2A)-d;1h’(d,)tr{S;2~~‘S;2A) and 
f’(~) = -h(d,) tr A - d,y l h’(d,) E’AE, we have 
S;(E) = -2-‘[h(d,,) tr A/{h(dO)}112 - d;‘h’(d,) E’A&/{h(dO)}1’2]. 
By assumption A4 it follows that 
s [Sb(E)]‘d& < 00. 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
[S,(E)-S~(E)]~=[[~S~.(E)~W]~<~~ [s:(z)]2dwjidw 
= t I ; [$,,(E)]’ dw. 
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Now, since [{S,(E)-s~(E)}/~]’ + C&(E)]* as t -0, it follows from (B.3) 
and Fatou’s Lemma that 
lim 
r-0 
[S;(E)]* dc. (B.5) 
Using (B.4), it follows that in (B.5) the equality must hold, and according 
to criterion (4.5) in Hajek [l] the functions [(S,(E) -sO(c)}/t]* are 
uniformly integrable, which implies the result. 
Next define P,, = l-I;=, f(~), qn = fl;=, SI(sk), and W,, = 
2c;=, CM%cvf(~kH”2-u 
LEMMA B3. Under assumptions Al-A4 we have W,z N( - b*/4, b*), 
where 
b2 = j [ tr A + $J$)!i EIA~]* h(d,) dtz. 
0 0 
Proof: Under p, we have 
EW,=2 f I[$$-l]s&)L,= -nJ’ [S,(E)-.so@)]*dc. 
k=l 
Then observe that by Lemma B2 
u3.6) 
Therefore we can approximate the first integral in (B.6) by the second and 
then 
EW,,x --nt* I [s;(c)]’ dc + -b*/4. (B.7) 
Now introduce the statistics T,, = -t C;= 1 [tr A+ h’(d,) &Ask/ 
{d,h(d,)}] = 2 C;= 1 &(&k) and observe that 
and Var T, = 4t2 C;= 1 j {&(&k)}’ dz, + b*. Furthermore, by the Central 
Limit Theorem it follows that 
T, x N(0, b*). (B.8) 
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Finally, note that by Lemma B2 we have 
as t + 0. (B.9) 
From (B.7)-(B.9), the result follows. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Considering a similar decomposition as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 and in view of Lemma Bl, all we have to show is that 
for all L > 0 and E > 0, 
P{sup n-r’* IIM,*(Y, 2, p) - M,*(Y, X:, p)ll> E: 
n’/2 /1~1/2-~1/211 <L} +O asn-rco. 
First define sets S,(6) (i, h = l,..., r; 6 = 0, 1) as in Lemma Al. Then par- 
tition each of these sets into two disjoint sets, one containing those k’s for 
which sign( y,,- x;BI) = sign(yk, - x;fi,), I= 1, m = 2, and the other 
corresponding to its complement. Repeat the procedure with each new set 
by letting 1, m = l,..., p, I< m. Then define 2’+p(p-1”2 disjoint sets S, 
g= I,**., 2’+P(P-I)/2 ) in a similar way as was done in Lemma Al. Note that 
within each of these sets M,,( Y, 2, s) is a monotone function in each 
element of (2, p) when the others are held fixed. The rest of the proof 
follows along the lines of that of Lemma Al. Lemmas B2 and B3 are used 
in Step 3. 
APPENDIX C 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We first consider the univariate case (p = 1). 
Note that we can restrict ourselves to the case x,? = (O,..., l,..., 0)’ and 
observe that the only component of fl(H,) affected by the contamination is 
the one corresponding to the nonnull element of x0*. Furthermore we 
assume a* known, and take cr = 1 without loss of generality. Now, for every 
sequence fi(H,,), where H,, = (1 - t) H+ td(.s,, x$), we must have 
-wb%+Gvw~,)~ x:=(1-t)~~~{y-xo*‘B(H,)}dP(~)xo*, (C.l) n 
where no can take the values n, (I= l,..., r) according to the value taken by 
x0*. Equating the coefficients of x0* and taking absolute value on both 
sides we obtain 
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Suppose that for all a(&,,, xg*) we have II@(H,)jI <K. Then we can choose 
a sequence (JJ~,x$) such that ~tj{~,-x~‘~(HI,,)}I +M as n+ co where 
M= sup Itj(s)I. Letting n --f co in (C.2) we get 
which implies t 6 (1 +p-I)-‘. Since this relation must hold for x$ =x,? 
(I= l,..., r) we have 
t< min (1 +p;‘)-l. 
I= l,...,r (C.3) 
Now suppose that there is a sequence a(&,, xg*) such that II~(H,,)IJ -+ co 
as n + cc. Then from (C.2) letting n --f cc, we get 
t lim It+b{yn-xo*‘fl(Hm)}I=(l-t) lim 
n-cc n-oo KY-x,*‘B(hl)l @(&I /I 
which implies tM > (1 - t) p. ( j lim,, co Ic/(y - x,*‘B(H,,)} &(&)I = 
(1 -t)p,Mand then t>(l +p&‘)-‘. Therefore, 
tB min (1 -I-p;‘)-l. (C.4) I= I,...., 
From (C.3), (C.4), and the definition of the gross error breakdown point 
we get t*=min,,, ,___, ,(l +p-‘)-I. Note that if n,=n* (/= l,..., r) then 
t* = (1 +r)-1. 
The last part of the theorem follows from the fact that if any x: 
(I= l,..., r) has a nonnull component in the direction orthogonal to x$, the 
only solution to (C.l) is t = 0. 
The extension of the theorem to the multivariate case is routine and 
therefore omitted. 
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